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ABSTRACT
The volt-ampere characteristics of Langmuir probes employing
idea) geometries (spherical or cylindrical) contain a considerable
amount of information, much of which is not utilized in the usual
analys_s programs. The slopes of the V-i curve for large accelerating
potentials contain a substantial amount of information on mass density
and temperature. We have developed equations for the current and its
slope in this region for both of the above geometries and have applied
them to a few typical situations, We conclude that the usefulness
Of Langmuir probe techniques may be appreciably improved by performing
a "total analysis" on the available information. In some cases,
measuring the slopes directly will supply the same information with a
substantial saving in experimental complexity.
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2INTRODUCTION;
Langmuir probes have been used extensively for ionospheric investl-_
gation-for some time, They have been applied primarily to-the measurement
of electron temperatures by employing a retarding potential analysis and
to the measurement of electron densities, usually by observing the current-
in the "electron saturation" region. Bettlnger I has suggested an expansion
of the analysis to include properties of the positlve ions by usin_ the
slope of the volt-smpere curve at large accelerating potentials. This
"wing-slope': technlqflewas suggested as a means of measuring positive ion •
temperature with a small diameter sphe_ical"probe. The equatlon-governing '
.0
the behav.,iorof the slope of the volt-ampere characteristl¢" in t#,e!egion_-_....
where the retarded charge component is negligible _W_en : - 7
i;Is ' _ - .. .....accelerated compon nt, :. _ . : .:_
: .'2, : _ ., . ---" /-'G
-_ . .... ti.);-di = ne2r 2 -J -_ :_
dVp #
: _ . - // /- ct _ _ -
-j c * " , / 0 _
i is-tbe-_u_rent tO the pr_b_. :V_"is_.the potent-i_!_of.-theprobewhere
" ......With _-repect to:the plasma;; m./_Is the mass ofi;fWe_kcelerated constituent:i"'.
s sa'nk i-a "< k i the Boltzmann con - , .,-_-.• .T_is the .temperature of the accel ted/-- -
constituent; n is_h& ambient charge dens1ty; e is-the electronic, charge;.--
--- // c"
and -r- is the .probe radius .... _ ...........
J-
---_ Th_is relation is notable f.or-the-absenceDof"a_po_tentlal,"depe6dence, .... - ..-
elimina/tlng the. need for a knowledge.of the vehi_c!e potentia-i and fc'_ i_tS'iS/:-....---
/ " the ambient ..... " / "'" ' - -
.dependence on concentratlon, mass, and temperature.... o_-Lt_d: .-
/'" species under conslderation. If we conslaer'ithe/e!ectron acceleration__ /"
./
region and use the'"electro6 temperature derived "from a retjlr-dl_gpdten"tja.l_J_j_
" "- I _-_ - . ." L:.__- j/- __-_.-_ ," -._ ..-- .L'.'-
/'" - <'" / _ "" " - /i-- ---'V dt . ..-'-._- +.. -.+° - .
,, :.- " - / - .. ; ." .>L--"<"-"_/-_ - ..:._'-: ;,"-:_..7-..'...". ""
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analTsi3_ we may obtain the charge density with excellent sacuracy since
the results are independent of the orig_n of both the current and voltage
scales. Assuming charge neutrality, the ion saturation region can then
be examined to obtain the product of the ion mass and temperature, if
either is known from an independent source_ then the other-is readily
obtainable. In general, the mean ion mass is assumed to be known and this
t_:hn_q,,_ ,,_1_ io_ t_mperatures
Brace and Reddy 2 have suggested the use of cylindrical geometry
which is _nherentiy less sensitive i.o plasma temperature. The current to
a small diameter cylindrical probe has been given by Mott-Smith and
Langmuir 3 as
i : 2_rLnee _m " _ [k--T-- + i _'' (2)i
'7
where i is the contribution of any given component of the plasma and
L is the probe length. The slope of this curve is given by the relation
dVp, rLn :a_ , :: (3)
e [eVpm I _ eVpY a
where the term in braces approaches unity as the potentta! of-the
probe becomes large with respect to the equivalent thermal .potentiail2J-. "
• This complete absence of a temperature dependence for_large probe- .
potentlals is the most notable feature of this relation. Functionally,
Eq. (i_ and Eq. (3) have merely interchanged the temperature and the j_
z_- probe potentials. Eq. (3) may be used to determine auy one of the -_
parameters (ne,m,Vp) in terms of the other _two. Since the ambient
density and the probe potential are more readily ob=ainedby other means,
this relation generally supplies information on the ion mass. If We
i
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consider the electron saturation region, where the mass is a known
constant, any two points may be used to solve Eq. (3) for both remaining
parameters n and Vp. In a manner analogous to that suggested for usee
with the spherical probe, this information may be used to evaluate these
constants in the positive saturation region, leading to a value for tbe
mass of the ions.
CYLINDRICAL PROBE:
The foregoing analysis assumes probes at rest ,_ith respect to the
plasma, and while tl is approach is valid when considering the ionospheric
electrons-,-, it is often not even approximately correct: for the heavier
,_ ions and Seldom completely valid. Let us co6sider a small diameter
J
cyllndrical probe, in the extreme case of a very large vehicle velocity,
.. in which " : ___'
J .
:. U = _mu2>>kT , (4) -
-- o : - . i-"
-- c J
L
where .U is the .t_rahslationa.i"velocity. of the probe with respect to the
J
plasma at-r<est._ If we_neglect end effects, i.e., a probe of infinite
J
<-length,' and orient the pi:obe parallel to the veIocity vector U-, Eq. (3-)-
wili continue-to apply.. If on the other hand, we orient the probe n.o __al
-' to the velocity vectdr, then the current to the probe is, accord.ing tjo_ ----
Mott-Smith and Langmuir3i of the form ............... _..-
/
i--" 2rLne I "-_'_ ] ...... ---_ .... -
__- eu 1 --- -. .. .... (5)_ -_-------
i
,j
-- , --
_) ,)
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The slope of this relation is
d-_ = rLn e i . (6)e " eV m i +I
P P /
It will be noted that Eqs. (3) and (6) are identical except for the
interchange of the energy terms (kT _Eq. (3)_ for U _Eq. (6)3 ).
_In cases where the .,probe potential is large compared with these energies,
:' ,3
the expressions are identical. This condition may be roughly _=t_-"_c__Jxeu:
t,
at altitudes below 500km with sounding rocke+.s, :but at satellite
-- velocities-and-at thelhigher altitudes where the _ion mass is less, t_e -_O
-; _ .!-_--fnoregeneral expression"must__ by em_ioyed._ -Under- these condl_lons_, the
"- dependence of the slope on the-ion mass becomes somewhat stronger,
fall:_ing between the inverse half_power_rid_ the_ir_drse power. - ..... :_
-ThfS-:abbve expression ignores_the fherma-lJV_i'ocity of the ions
_ and this; assumption general!y_is-ffot-valid:. A more general expression
for the currentJt-d the small diameter, cylindrical probe .has been____ .... __
..... Kanal 4 : '_ • L_'....---" _ _ - -_derived by _-"f_. " _ :
'-" -- J -_ cn eVo .... -), "2cV (7)
....... - ½ _ -- o) :J
- ; "IT 11_.0 n [ _-_ _],}I -._ .
.v - .
(aiu.-_ C = u sin_ _ .....
V 0 .. _ ....
L
V0 =--..V---__ o , , , ° _ .:_ ,,
C) . o _ J
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where @ is the angle between the probe axis and the velocity vector
u and where
v = ---- (9)
0 < j
The inverse of the incomplete gamma function Js defined as
I -t tn_
: ¥(n + _, Vo) = e dt , (i0)
Vo
th
and Jn(X) is the n order Bessel function of argument x. The slope
of this volt-ampere characteristic is given by
di 2 (e } -c 2 _ cn evo f 3 _-
dV% = -_ [_--_'Je n=o_ _.. Von/2 ._y(n(_ + z' Vo) Jn(2cVo') +
Vo n+_ e-v° Jn(2cVo ½) - ¥(n + 3% Vo) Jn + l(2CVo½) 7 (ii)
Unfortunately, thi., expression converges very slowly for large values
for the argument (Vo large and c_ I). As an alternative we seek an
approximate expression which will make use of the experimentally
controllable condition
kT<<eVp (12)
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The simplest assumption we can make is that the distribution of
thermal velocities is of the form
dn !
n 2v° dv -v o _ v ! vo
2 2 (13)
= 0 V > V 0
This replaces the Maxwellian distribution with the first term of its
_en_r_] nn_,_ _..... 4_,, a constant The limits az,, chosen to satisfy
the normalization condition. The differential of the current to a
smalldiameter_vlindrical probe due to the particles of velocity v
is given bv rewrlt_ng Eq. (5)
di = 2rLe _mv 2 + eTp] d2n (14)
where v is the particle vo _y in the plane normal tct probe
axis. We chose a coordinate s*_stem (_', _', _', x', ",'_ at rest
with respect to the plasma in wi._:n ions possess a t_9 ; _nslonal
velocity distribution given by
n e
d2n =
--'-2 di'd#' -vo ! _' ! vo
4v O (i_
-Vo_ 9'_ vo
We transform to an unprimed set of coordinates moving with the probe
and with the z axis coinciding with the probe axis. The new velocity
components in terms of the old are
1966007430-009
= %' * u sin O
(16)
= _.' + u cos 0
Transforming Eq_ (14) to the new coordinate system and integrating over
the appropriate limits we obtain
i [c+li = ½rLneeV ° I (2 + Re + 72)½ d_d8 : (17)
J-i Jc-1
2 eVp
where o, = --x ,6 = i and Y =
V0 V0 ½_V 0
Integration over 6 yields
i = ½rLneev o + y2 + ) + ½(Y + _ ) in .....+7+ i)½ da
Jc-i
(IS)
Utilizing the assumption of Eq. (12), we ma," expand the in term.
This reduces Eq. (18) to the form
2 2 2 +_2:ev 1 + y + u -_(I du (19)
i = rLn e o
_c-I
= 2rLnee + U sin (20)
This result is identical to Eq. (5) although it was c_rived for arbitrary
2
values of U. The first order terms ill the temperature _ -- kT/(eVp + U szn @)
2
have vanished and the neglected terms are of the order of r or _reater.
We might improve the accuracy of our result by using a better
approximation for the thermal velocity distribution =unction. To thi_
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end we modify (13) for the one dimensional function by adding the
next term of the general expansion:
d__n_nn= Cl(C 2 _ 2) dv -_ _<v _<
(21)
2 _2= O v >
: V and c2, and £ are constants to be determined from
where v Vo cI,
auxiliary conditions.
The current to the cylindrical probe becomes:
i = (c 2 :- 2) (c 2 _ B2) ([a + C] 2 + + ¥2) dad8
(22)
Integration over 8 yields:
Y L
i :;2rLneeVoC1.. (c 2 -a2) 2Z_-[ 2_3 c 2 .(2n+l) (2.1-1) da
• _ n-o . .
b _
= (2!)
•where _ = ([a + c]2 + T2 + £2)½ (24)
\
This series is obtained by expanding the In function resulting from
-- :
" the integration and then combining terms. Invoking Eq. (12), we
neglect terms_0f (£/_) of order less than -I. Eq.-(23) then reduces to:
2 £ /"_ ' ' _2 - 2-
__ - 3---_- _ da
(25)
-j
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i0
This exprPssion may be integrated to obtain
2 _ , v__ 3£2
i = 2rLneeVoC I (2£)(c_--_-j - 8 - _- + _(X+ + X )
2 2 3
_ + _=j c(x+ x-)+ _--4 12 + 24
_ £ _L. + Q, 2 +c+L+ ( + 2--)(c2 + 4 _-- - c ) in
+c -£
(26)
2 2 2 )½ 2 2 ,where: X+- = (Y + c + 2£ -+ 2c£ = (§ + 2£ -+ 2c£) _ (27)
i
i
Expansion of Eq. (27) yields:
: _ 2 2 3 3 4 4 ,_
x = § +£(£± c) z (£± c) _ (4+c) 5 _ (£± c)
-- _ - ½ 4 + ½ 6" - g _ +. •
- § § § § (28)
The sum and difference terms are: _ .
2 2 2 2 3 3 2
(X+ + X-) = 2§ + 29. £ (_ + c ) + _L(£ + 3£c ) •
§ : 5 '''§ " _ § (29)
2
: 2§ + _2£
§ ._.
2 3 2 3
(x+ x-= 2c_ £ (2c£) _ (3_c + c )
- -- - 3 + 5 - • • -
§ § - § -,
.L
_, -" 2c& (30)
2
' J/. c 2
The neglected terms are of the order of _ or less. Since _ is of
§
,j
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II
the order of unity, this tem is negligibly small as compared to the
2 2 2
previous te_ (_ /§) unless c >>y . In this Case, these tems are
comparable and both negligible.
The In te_ _y Le handled in a similar fashion
2
f _ cg c
xX+_ -_ 1 +-T +--f + - +In + c _ _1 = In 2
. +c _ ---'2"
§ § § §
i+-_ +
,-, in § 21 "
TJ1_-! +£- " --
- = 2¢ (31)_
§
- -- App2ying Eq. (29), (30), and (31) to Eq (26),we obtatn-reiattve!y
•_ simplc expression for the current. -:-
-- 2 2
, 2 2 _) Q.. (2 : -..................... : f = 2_rLneevo(4£ c I ).(C2 - (C 2 - _'-)___y_ + ¢_2.)_...... :-(32-) ........... --
J
l:
This expression is notable for its lack of an explicit temperature
dependence as was the case previously wlth the less general assumptions.
.These results are largely independent of our assumptlons concerning the
J '_ -f
form of the thermal velocity distribution functioni requiring-only that:
• 2 _ 2 2 __ _ -:2 ....
./
-:. .... __ .j
j-
/
0_ /
] 966007430-0] 3
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The normalization requirement
r_
2
Cl(C2 - v ) dv = i (34)
yields the result:
2
2 £Ci(C2 £
- _-) = i (35)
Applying Eq. (35) to Eq. (33) yields:
5 2 (36)
C2 =_£
which is a second restriction on the form of the assumed velocity
distribution.
One suspects that a more vigorous treatment of the expan3ions
of Eq. (26) might yield the result:
2
2 2ev (4£ c I )(c2 _ (37)i = 2rLne o 3
2 2 . _
_.,ere the discrepancy between the terms (_--- and ( result from
truncation error. This would then remove the condition of Eq. (2).
In _ny case, It follows that Eqs. (5) and (6) are applicable whenever
the condition of Eq. (12) iv sat_qfled.
1966007430-014
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SPHERICAL GEOMETRY
Let us now turn our attention to the case of a spherically
sy:_etric probe moving with an arbitrary velocity u in a neutral
Maxwellian plasma. We assume the diameter of the probe to be small
so that sheath di=Lortions and wake effects can be ignored. We follow
our previous approach and consider the current to the probe due to a
monoenergetic beam of charges with velocity v given by Mott-Smith
3
and Lan_muir
eVp
i = Nr2en v (I + -) (38) "
e _v z
L
We consider a set of spherical coordinates (v, @, ¢), fixed with respect
to the probe, with the prime axis (e = o) oriented parallel with the
C
drift velocity u. The Maxwellian velocity distribution function in %
this coordinate system is:
L
ne ( i (v2 2 'h 2dn = exp d- ---2 + u - 2uv cose )_ v sine dvded¢
(n_o)" _ Vo __ (39)
We convert Eq. (38) to differential form, combine it with Eq. (39)
t
to obtain the differential of the current, and integrate over the
appropriate limits:
i = e i +--Iv exp 1---2(v2 '+u - 2uv CO Sln8 dvd@d¢(n½Vo13 _.Jo o ( _mv2 v° -"
- -": .(.4oY:: /.-
• . .,/-:..... --2" //
. . . / 1
y - ::
J I
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This expression may be readily integrated:
IC 2
/
½ 2 h -c i , $2 e-62jlr neeVo _e + _ _y2 + c + ) d6 F (41)
L c 0
The integral is the sum ef uhree incomplete F functions. This reduces
to the expression:
2 ½
i = 2H½r2neeVo (i + Y ) (42)
for zero dr_ft velocity. For values of u such that u > 2vo
2 [ eVp )½i z Hr neeU: i +--_u 2 . -. (43)
The slope of Eq. (41) is:
2
di 2Hr2nee2
- erf (c) (44) :
dVp mu
where err(c) is the error function defined as:
c -B2
err(c) - 2 e d8 (45)
n½ 0 - ---
Thishas-.the limiting values:
erf (c) = _ c -- 0 < c i½
erf (c) : 1 el 2 (46)
[
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For small values of u Eq. (44) reduce_ to Eq. (i). It is interesting
to note that in every case, for both probe geometries, the slope is
inversely proportional to a momentum.
APPLICATIONS
If the drift velocity is small tu < _Vo) , then the slope of the
cylindrical probe is characterized by the momentum associated with the
accelerating potential. The spher e on the other hand, is sensit_ Je to
the ion thermal velocity. The slope with both geometries is dominated
by the drift momentum When u is sufficiently large. This criteria
O
usuaily will be met by the sphere at satellite velocities in the
ionosphere. (For H+ at 20000K, • v = 5.75 km/sec and u = 8 km/.sec.)O
• . -'2
Hence, the Sphere would appear to be an excellent device for-measuring , . .
ion mass in this situation Its-dependence is strong (al)- and
_ " .... m
depends only on ne, u and constants. The same Probe_could be used to _ :
measure the electron temperature since the electron thermal velocity is
much larger than the vehicle velocity.
..... The cylindrical .probe has inherent aspect sensitivity so that a
L
low drift Velocity may always-be approximated by orienting the probe: axis -
parallel to the velocity vector. In practice, the sphere, because of-the
mounting-problem, also has aspect sensitivity which requires correction.
e isewhe_e _-.) -_' -,_(This problem has been treated .
Although the sphere displays-a greater sensitivity_ to i0n ma._s;-it -- -_
o requires an independent measurement Of charge concentration (or :alternatively
electron temperature).. The cylinder can measure n e by electron
acceleration, only requiring a knowledge of the Vehicle potentlal. Error
J
L :,
,/
1966007430-017
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in this ]_st parameter may be minimized by making the accelerating
potential large.
If we measure the ratio -(R) of the slopes of the (V - i) curveb
T,
at large positive and negative potentials we'obtain:
d-_ V - " m + '2 m u2sin 2_' ½
R = P P - + M. --P- " (4_)
.- di + % 2eV +-V V . P
P P
where- V - are the absolute-values of the probe to plasm@ potentials; ,
P_ _
M is-the mass of -the ions in units of mp, the>proton, mass. This =
may be. solved for M _tO.obtain: _ : "
L
. ,2fM ,m/,,,' <4,>
_pU2 sln2 O) \mP)ltvp+,,J,v+l
The foregoing analysis assumes a single ionic species ,-an assumption _,
which is often not: valid in the ionosphere. _ The possible ion types
-2- O .
range from H+ to N2+ and it is important, to note that the effective mass '
to be emPloyed in the previous equations is not in general the mean mass-
(m)_ usually defined .as: . _ -- '_• J
-- nim i 5 ,
..t '1
j ..
0 u • -
/ -r _ -
since this requires a linear mass dependence. The mean ionic masshas
g i- O "_
often :(and incorrectly) been- employed by_ investigators/in-evaluatlng the o "
• - s O _
/
" _ '2 <
L .J _" /
1966007430-018
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ion current to various types of Langmuir probes. For instance, for a
sphere at rest, the appropriate effective mass (meff) is given by
-- j 2
_ n.
Ji--1
raeff = J n. _ (50) _
_J_
½
- i=l mj _
This phenomena is illustrated by Figure 1 where we have p_tted the slope
for the (Vp--1) characteristic of a cylinder assuming "typical" ionospheric -
conditions. The slope is the sum of the individual contributors since:
2
0
i = "(8r2L2eav )½ _ ni
I=i m; ½ _ "
1
g L
. o
: r2L2e3Vpn 2 ½ : .
.... (511
_'N meff: " 5 '_ -o
where we have assumed Eq. (12) to be appl±cable, It is apparent that the
- 0
lower.masses are much m_e heavily weighted. For instance, if we assume
9
,, i0-I0 'su sin0= 8_/sec; a slope of 2.0 x mho and ion species of 0+ and
H+, we find that the fraction of H+ is only 13_. _
di
If we measure thedependence of theslope (S =_--) or the current
P
(i) as a function of aspec t angle we can, theoretically at least; dete_Ine
........ _ _=nQ1_v i ibutions ions may
_ne m_-° ........ . d %tr of . We _ite the slope in
the _fo_ :
J" ni -
S(O).= K I _ _ (i + K2m i sin20) -½ _ (52)
i-I mi o
J
J
'Y 2
o -
0
Tj • _
q966007430-0] 9
5.5 Ne =IO_el/cc
r = 0.028 m
L = 0.23 m
5.0 Vp= 5 VOLTS
1966007430-020
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This equation involves 2j unknowns and, by selecting 2J values
cf O, we can, in principle, oolve for these unknowns. In practice, this
approsch suffers from two difficulties. First, since our measurement
techniques will introduce finite errors, the number of independent
equations in @ is sharply limited. Three ion types is probably the upper
limit of resolution for the best experimental accuracy and two ty_
would be more typical. The second problem is the non-linear nature of
the relation which makes a closed form solution impossible. The equations
can, however, by solved by iteration.
This situation is somewhat better than it might appear since we
have several auxillary conditions we can apply. First we have the-
summation of the concentrations:
= nine i 1
More importantly, we have prior knowledge of the prubable ion masses
so that this approach should yield reasonable information on the ion species_
0
'J 2
and their concentrations.
This general approach finds a number of applications. For instance,
when considering the electror dominated regtens we may write;
U
eV
= _ = k_TT+ f (ii, ip i° V ) _ < 0 (54)VT "di e ' ' p "' kT
..,
where the second term takes into account the ion and phctoelectrlc
currents an_ a possible zero shlft of the current axis. One could
/
v
/
i
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eliminate the second term by taking the ratio of the first to _ne
second derivative; however, experimental accuracies will not usually
permit this procedure without appreciable smoothing of _he data. W_nile
the correction term is usually quite small, it can lead to substantial
errcrs in evaluating {_I with both Equation (54) and the more
conventional in i versus Vp curves. If we plot VT versus V , weP
may eliminate f from Equation (54)._ (This approach is treated in
some detail elsewhere.)'.
.j
The foregoing are only two of many possible applications of_wing-
slope techniques. We believe that "ideal geometries" should be employed
with Langmuir probes, for_ionospheric investigati__ so that a "iota! '_ _.....
analysis" of the data will be possible. These internal cross checks with
the same detector c_n appreciably imprpve accuracy _nd support a o _,
"' O
substantial increase in our confidence in the results obtained from
such devices.. '
o
2
C
J
U
U .
_j
u
-2
,, j
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